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Model Number: HAH1-30Blue

PMF Hide-A-Hose 1.25 in ID With Low Pressure Low Temperature rated hose 30 ft HAH1-30Blue

Manufacturer: Production Metal Forming

Simply the most innovative invention since the Steam Extraction Carpet Cleaner. 

The Hide-A-Hose's simple principle of placing the solution line through the vacuum
line with specially modified hose cuffs makes it the most 
time savings convenient hose system in the industry. No more taping the solution line
to the vacuum hose which insures that you keep flexibility and the 
sticky tape does not drag dirt from job to job. 

The Hide-A-Hose is taking over the carpet cleaning industry. The benefits using the
Hide-A-Hose are numerous.  No more joining the solution hose to the vacuum hose
with tape or cable ties... or those vinyl ties that tend to catch on things going by. The
ease of rolling one hose out at the job. 

The Hide-A-Hose can be made in one continuous length or made so that it can break
down into shorter lengths. Only the highest quality lined vacuum hose is used and
solution hoses from I00psi to 3,000psi and temperatures from 120 degrees to 250
degrees available.

Options and Definitions:
Low Temperature means Hot tap water 120 degree or less (non heated machine use)
Low Pressure means 100 - 200 psi machines.
High pressure means 3000 psi hose 180 degrees F (Black - Nylon Braided Sewer
jetting Hose Used)
High Pressure High temp mean 3000 psi 250 degree rated solution hose (Single Steel
Wire Braided 1/4" ID hose)
Inside diameter of vacuum hoses are 1.25", 1.5", 2" ID
Lengths 5 ft, 10 ft, 15 ft, 20 ft, 25 ft, 30 ft, 40 ft, and 50 ft.

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 13 January, 2021
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